Kid Friendly Tailgating
2017 Share the Wealth Conference
Peter St Pierre (pstpierr@kennesaw.edu)
Rules for each game are written on separate sheets that can be placed
near each game.
Activity_________________________Equipment
Cornhole

1 cornhole set

Floor Pong (bucketball)
[12] buckets, [4] beanbags or [4] tennis balls
-Set up 2 ends of 6 in a triangle. Remove buckets when “in”
Table Pong
[5] table tennis balls (for cup pong)
-Set up a triangle of 6 cups on each end of the table. Remove cups when a bounced
ball goes in.
Table tennis –

Portable net and paddle set (@$15 at Dick’s or
Amazon), and any table

Can Jam

[2] Frisbee, [2] large buckets/trash cans. Or an
official Kan Jam set

Washers

(6) 2” washers, See the Internet for “DIY Washers
set” to build your own boxes cheap.

Spikeball
One set
-First contact is a catch, then toss to partner for a spike
Ladderball

1 set

Tic Tac Toe

[9] hula hoops, [10] beanbags, [5] each of 2 colors

KUBB

(6) 12” dowels, (10) 8” small targets, one 15” king
target
-I used 4x4 post and cut it into the correct size pieces. 1.5” dowel.

Beanbag skeeball (Skeebag?) –
-Set up a hula hoop, then a smaller hoop right behind it with a bucket inside at the
back edge. Throw 10 beanbags to get highest score.
Points: hula hoop (10), smaller hoop (25), bucket (50)
Polefish
[2] stands with “bottles”, Frisbee
-I bought 1.5” dowel at Home Depot and cut it to 4’ lengths. A small piece of plastic can be
held with a flat thumbtack to balance bottles. The dowels fit nicely in large cones. Poles
can also be fabricated from PVC.

Cornhole / Baggo
One partner at each end.
Team that scored last throws first.
Alternate throws.
Scoring:
On board = 1 point
Through hole = 3 points
** Points “cancel”. Example: If each
player has 2 bags on the board then
no points are scored.
Play to 21 points, but must hit 21
exactly. If you go over then your
team goes back to 11.

Floor Pong
Tennis balls or Beanbags
Two partners on each end.
Set up two triangles of 6 buckets with
no space between.
Bounce tennis balls (toss beanbag)
into buckets. Each partner plays one
object per “end”.
If successful the bucket is removed
from play.
First team to remove 6 buckets wins.

“Table” Tennis
Singles or doubles.
Use any available table and a portable
net, or even a line of tape in the center.
Serve must be dropped onto serving side
court, then hit into opponent’s court to be
legal.
After a legal serve the ball must bounce
each time it passes over the net before
being returned.
Serve 3x, then switch server.
Play to 11 points.

Can Jam
Official Kan Jam, or any clean
receptacles 
Four players. One partner on each end
and two Frisbees .
One player throws Frisbee and teammate
“helps” it into the can.
Scoring:
Redirect into can= 1 point
JAM into can (straight down) = 3
points
Hit the can = 2 points
** in the official Kan Jam a Frisbee thrown
through the slot = Instant win
Play to 15

Washers
Singles or doubles. One partner on
each end.
Toss washers alternately. Player
scoring last points tosses first.
Scoring:
Washer in the box = 1
Washer in the “cup” = 3
Washer leaning against cup = 2
Play to 15

Spikeball
Four players.
My rules to encourage longer rallies:
1. Serve is thrown with moderate
force into the net toward
opponent opposite.
2. Receiver catches the ball and
may hold for up to 2 seconds then
“set” their partner who will strike
the ball into the net or strike
back to partner.
3. After any strike into the net the
first ball may be caught, held for
2 seconds then set.

KUBB (KOOB)
A Viking Game
Two teams of 2-3 players. Each team stands
behind a line where their target KUBBs are set up
(defined by corner posts).
One team starts the game by tossing** 6 dowels
attempting to knock over opponent’s KUBBs. Any
KUBB that is knocked over is removed from the
game.
**must be tossed underhand, no helicopter
Once a team knocks over all their opponent’s
KUBBs they then attempt to topple the King KUBB
in the center.
** If the King KUBB is toppled before all
opponent’s KUBBs are knocked down the team
that hit it loses immediately.
The true version of this game is much longer and
keeps all of the small KUBBs in play. Check the
Internet for video of KUBB competition.

Polefish
4 players, two partners working together
on each end.
One player throws a Frisbee attempting
to knock over the bottle at the opposite
end. Frisbee may hit the bottle or pole.
The opposing team attempts to catch the
Frisbee and the bottle (if the bottle or
pole is hit).
Scoring:
1. Frisbee hits the ground = 1 point
2. Bottle hits the ground = 2 points
3 total points may be scored on each end.
The Frisbee may hit the pole, but must be
at least 24” off the ground to be legal.

Beanbag Skeeball
Singles or doubles
Throw 10 beanbags, count total score.
Play as many rounds as you like and
add them up, or just compete for high
score.
Scoring:
Large hoop = 10
Smaller hoop = 25
Bucket = 50

SKEE BAG Record Sheet
Add your name and score if you
beat the highest score listed
Name

Score

Tic Tac Toe
Two players, each has 5 of the same color
bean bags.
Alternate throws, and alternate the
player starting each game.

Table Pong
Singles or doubles. Partners on same
end.
Set up 6 cups in a triangle with point
facing opposite end of table.
Each player at an end bounces a ball
one time attempting to land it in a cup.
If a ball lands in a cup, the cup is
removed from the table. When all 6
cups on one end are removed the
game is over.

Ladder Ball
Singles or doubles with one partner
at each end.
One player at each end throws all 3
bolas then opponent throws their
bolas. Any toss is legal, including off
the ground.
Scoring: First player or team to
score EXACTLY 21 points.
Top rung = 3 points
Middle rung = 2 points
Bottom rung = 1 point
A bonus point may be earned by
hanging all three bolas on one rung
or one on each rung.

